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First Game Programming Experiences

When I was 12 years old, I’ve started game programming with Game 
Maker (later acquired by YoYo Games). I’ve searched tutorials, examples and 
reference pages by myself with my poor english back then. 
I’ve experimented all fundamental concepts and I learned 
fundamentals of coding, OOP, algorithms and computer graphics.

I have entered into 2D worlds with sprites, sprite sheets, animations. 
I have encountered many problems and found ways to solve them 
which of them belongs to performance and various graphical effects. 
I have implemented basic particle systems, computer manipulated 
bots, various camera and viewports.

Moruk
Platform shooter game with many 

weapons and some enemies around

Birth of Emipres
A strategy game with isometric 2D world design

Moruk.exe Birth of Emipres.exe 

2003-2008

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://e5bf6e8e-fec1-4503-9c40-73aca1279133.usrfiles.com/archives/e5bf6e_966b40a2771f47d4ba7d8fcdd7a6b655.zip
https://e5bf6e8e-fec1-4503-9c40-73aca1279133.usrfiles.com/archives/e5bf6e_91d9241571434139bdc582776f3369a1.zip


As I improve my coding skills, I wanted to dive deep into 3D graphics 
and started discovering 3D available functions and examples in Game 
Maker. For 3D support Game Maker was using DirectX functions. 
I had acquired 3D coordinate system, primitives, texture/UV mapping 
camera types, lightings and more. 

Until I learned modelling in 3D, my first 3D games used to have only 
predefined primitives: Cubes, Cylinders and Planes! I have created 
worlds and objects by translating and rotating those primitives 
with my creativity.

Fundamentals of 3D Graphics

Main menu with orthographic camera and a 3D car 
made of cubes, cylinders and planes! 

DirectX functions in Game Maker programming 
interface which has a very close syntax to C++

Crucial 
Challenge.exe 

2007-2011

Crucial Challenge

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://e5bf6e8e-fec1-4503-9c40-73aca1279133.usrfiles.com/archives/e5bf6e_f6a3332c29bf4ba5844182724b2bfdc6.zip


I had other games later on with 3D Models. I have learnt modelling 
low poly models and integrating them into my games. Creating 3D 
computer games had been very motivating and fun way of learning 
computer graphics even before I started university!

I have gained wide experience of developing 
with DirectX and continued to experiment it more.

Games with 3D Models

A simple desktop software that creates a 
2D cross sectional image  of a 3D model 

Cross
Section.exe

Undersea 
Hunter.exe

2011

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://e5bf6e8e-fec1-4503-9c40-73aca1279133.usrfiles.com/archives/e5bf6e_3423bae91493489b996e7971ecafb7eb.zip
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LFA8-gKo7j6nMBQLkUJhqTyby7IwWP5Z?usp=sharing
https://e5bf6e8e-fec1-4503-9c40-73aca1279133.usrfiles.com/archives/e5bf6e_0130a3494a2848a7b966f58a230ebbb5.zip


Since Game Maker used to include all features of DirectX, It had a level 
editor interface for 2D games. So, I wanted to create a 3D level editor 
which turned out to be a game making software with Game Maker! That 
was the highest level that I achieved with using DirectX functions.

Playground is implemented in Game Maker but working 
as a stand-alone desktop software that could export 3D games.

Playground: 3D Game Maker Engine

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLX5_ct1PYv5CCudlusL8gQKI544MAS2gZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLX5_ct1PYv5CCudlusL8gQKI544MAS2gZ
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLX5_ct1PYv5CCudlusL8gQKI544MAS2gZ


Projects with OpenGL 

I have taken Computer Graphics, Mobile Device Programming and 
Computer Simulation & Modelling courses that includes topic and 
projects with C++ and OpenGL,. I have used my prior experiences and 
improved my computer graphics knowledge with OpenGL.

I have used GLUT and SDL libraries during my university projects. 
Instead of Game Maker interface, I have been developing 
projects with Visual Studio since then.

Simple game is implemented as a computer graphics course project
(C++, GLUT,  Visual Studio)

Low poly models in a 3D world with fogging enabled

2013



Simulation for an Academic Research

During my last year at university, I have contributed to an academic 
research in which a 3D car driving simulation was needed. 

A modified steering wheel design should be tested with users in 
a car driving simulation in a city. Thus, I have used GLUT libraries 
in C++ and successfully created a realistic simulation. 

I’ve created a 3D car driving simulation 
with OpenGL and C++

2013

http://network.ku.edu.tr/~cbasdogan/Papers/Conference/Vibrating_Steering_Wheel.pdf
http://network.ku.edu.tr/~cbasdogan/Papers/Conference/Vibrating_Steering_Wheel.pdf
http://network.ku.edu.tr/~cbasdogan/Papers/Conference/Vibrating_Steering_Wheel.pdf


Experience with OpenGL in Java

In Gelecek Robotics company, I have involved in a humanoid robot project 
and participated in software side. An animation of humanoid robot was 
required in order to demonstrate its way of use in real life. It’s expected to 
get interaction with primary school students for teaching math and other 
subjects in an interesting and entertaining way.

I prepared 3D models and environment and then created a desktop 
application using Processing IDE, that uses Java and OpenGL. 

Humanoid Simulation

Processing IDE and 3D drawing functions of robotAnimation of a humanoid robot that teaches numbers 
in such a fun way for primary school students

2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQCgCZWZPDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQCgCZWZPDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQCgCZWZPDQ
https://github.com/CetinFurkan/Interactive_Education_Robot_Animation
https://github.com/CetinFurkan/Interactive_Education_Robot_Animation


SmartWatch Prototype Application

One of my personal project was an open source smartwatch 
platform. It mainly included a microcontroller (STM32F103) and a TFT 
mini display (ST7735S). Since performance is key factor in such limited 
computing power, I had to come up with various graphics rendering 
techniques both fast and nicely looking. 

I have written in C language and computer graphics drawing 
methods were implemented using SPI protocols to the LCD driver.

A smartWatch prototype that uses display and microcontroller High performance oriented graphics design and programming

Menu
Animations

FPS Test with various 
techniques

Mentol Smart Watch  

2016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkM8VpTOdhQ&list=TLPQMjcwNDIwMjG4w6ItR7kTuw&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptvE_6DDa9U&list=TLPQMjcwNDIwMjG4w6ItR7kTuw&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptvE_6DDa9U&list=TLPQMjcwNDIwMjG4w6ItR7kTuw&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptvE_6DDa9U&list=TLPQMjcwNDIwMjG4w6ItR7kTuw&index=2
https://github.com/CetinFurkan/MENTOL_SmartWatch_Project
https://github.com/CetinFurkan/MENTOL_SmartWatch_Project


Recent Experiences

FUI (Futuristic User Interface) is a side project that I created for 
developing desktop applications with smooth graphical transitions 
with keeping high efficiency.

I have used this system for a customer in marine industry. 
The company was required an application with eye taking interface 
for their tanks sensor checking systems. I have used SDL and GLEW 
for this project and developed the software to be used in ferries.

FUI App

As I did in my current position, throughout my career, 
I have developed many QT desktop applications in C++ , 
some of them including 3D graphics with OpenGL libraries.

OVRPortal v1.6.0 is a desktop application
 created in QT and C++

2018-2021

https://github.com/CetinFurkan/FUI_Tester
https://github.com/CetinFurkan/FUI_Tester
https://www.walkovr.com/#download
https://www.walkovr.com/#download
https://www.walkovr.com/#download


Relimetrics Trainer

Relimetrics Trainer application is a tool for enabling everyone to use ML 
(machine learning) algorithms in a very easy way with a user friendly interface.

I involved in development of the main application in C++ with QT Framework. I’m 
responsible for the building overall application with special QT Widgets that 
are integrated with backend server connection.

2021

Relimetrics Trainer includes file management tools along with annotation tools for defining ROIs for machine learning algorithms
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